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French Revolution: 
 

81. King Louis XVI was a weak and extravagant leader; France in great debt because of 
alliance with the Americans 

82. Social class system: First Estate (the clergy); Second Estate (nobility); and the Third 
Estate (peasants and merchants) 

83. First Estate: clergy; enormous wealth, owned 10% of land; paid no taxes; provided some 
social services 

84. Second Estate: nobility; owned 20% of the land, but had little income; hated absolutism; 
feared losing exemption from taxes 

85. Third Estate: middle class, workers and peasants; 97% of the population; resented 
privileges of other estates; burdened by heavy taxes; low wages and faced starvation 

86. Because of the debts, the king had to call the Estates-General into session – no bank 
would lend him money 

87. Third Estate wanted a new power where every male citizen would be allowed to vote 
88. When their request was denied, the Third Estate created the National Assembly 
89. National Assembly was a symbol of the end of absolutism 
90. In response, the Estates-General wrote a new constitution at the king’s tennis court – 

Tennis Court Oath 
91. A mob of peasants stormed the Bastille and got weapons and tore down the Bastille as a 

symbol of the King’s power – resulted in the beginnings of the French Revolution 
92. Riots broke out and the peasants began raiding homes of nobles – killing and looting to 

their unfair treatment 
93. 1812: Napoleon controlled most of Europe 

 
Napoleonic Wars: 

94. Napoleonic Wars began after 1804 
95. Napoleon declared himself to be emperor 
96. Began sending armies to other countries to conquer – very successful 
97. French Empire extended from France into Spain, Portugal, Prussia, and Italy 
98. Napoleon never conquered Great Britain and Russia – lead to his defeat 
99. Napoleon’s Big Three Mistakes: blockade of Britain, Peninsular War, and the invasion of 

Russia in 1814 
100. Would surrendered his throne and be exiled to Elba 
101. Napoleon escaped and wages in 100 Days of war to gain back his throne at 

Waterloo – defeated and exiled to St. Helena 
 
 
 



German and Italian Unification: 
102. German Unification:  B: Bismarck used war and German nationalism to unite 

Germany; I: I do whatever it takes = realpolitik, and G: Germany unified after 
Franco-Prussian War 

103. Italian Unification:   O: Oh, Cavour united North Italy, N: Nationalist Garibaldi joins 
South with North, and E: Eventually papal states (Rome) joined Italy 

 
Industrial Revolution: 

104. Factors of Production: Land (Natural Resources), Capital (in experienced 
entrepreneurs), Labor (increased population), Technology (advancement in machinery) 

105. Industrial Revolution spread to the United States and throughout Europe 
106. The Industrial Revolution cased major economic, cultural, and political changes 

around the world 
107. Flying Shuttle doubled the amount of weaving 
108. Spinning Jenny allowed one spinner (worker) to spin 8 threads at one time 
109. 1779: the spinning mule was invented as a combination of the spinning jenny and the 

water frame 
110. 1793: The Cotton Gin increased cotton production in the south 
111. Factories were built to house the expensive and large machines being used to 

produce goods 
112. No longer are the consumers relying on the “cottage industry” of handmade goods 

previously done at home 
113. Due to the increased demand for waterpower to drive the machines, factories were 

built near rivers or streams 
114. Factories were built in existing cities or established towns near water sources 
115. After the invention of the steam engine by James Watt, factories began being built 

away from water sources 
116. The new steam engine became the power source for the factory machine 
117. Coal and iron were the main resource used to power and build the machines 
118. Transportation: Improved with the development of the steam engine; The steam 

engine was used to power steamboats, locomotives, and contributed to building canals 
and railways; Railroad boom created new jobs for railroad workers and miners were 
needed to obtain coal to power these new engines 

119. Factory System: Division of Labor where individuals were assigned specific tasks 
which led to increased worker productivity and increased output of manufactured goods 

120. Interchangeable parts made the factory system more efficient  
121. cheaper price and making the goods more accessible to a larger quantity of the 

population 
122. Workers spent long hours working 
123. Working conditions were dangerous and often resulted in injury  
124. Individuals could earn more in the factories than on the farms, leading to a large rural 

to urban migration 
 



Migration: 
125. Rural to Urban Migration: Division of labor made it clear the division between the 

worker and the owner classes, Many European cities doubled in population during the 
Industrial Revolution 

126. Life in the City: Housing conditions were often poor, crowded, and without basic 
utilities such as running water; Unsanitary due to increased pollution from the factories, 
crime increased due to poverty, and inadequate police protection; Middle and upper 
classes moved to nicer homes in the suburbs which reflected the growing class divisions 

 
Karl Marx and Communist Manifesto: 

127. With the division of classes and the dangerous work conditions economic and 
political changes continued to grow 

128. Laissez-faire capitalism was the foundation of the Industrial Revolution 
129. Laissez-faire is a system where all factors (means) of production are privately  
130. Laissez-faire mean “hands off” 
131. Capitalism is based on competition, supply and demand, and self-interest which 

allows for the gap in the wealth of individuals 
132. Socialism was to provide for greater welfare for the masses of working class people 

and to allow the govt. to plan the economy in order to promote equality and end poverty 
133. Offered workers more protection and distribute the wealth according to need 
134. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels wrote The Communist Manifesto: Proposed radical 

socialism 
135. Stated that society was dividing into warring classes, Classes - Proletariat – have 

nots and Bourgeoisie – the haves 
 
Haitian Revolution: 
 

135. The western third of the island called Hispaniola was inspired by the American 
Revolution 

136. 1791: a group of 100,000 slaved revolted and Toussaint L’Overture soon became 
their leader 

137. By 1801 L’Overture had gained control and freed all enslaved Africans 
138. 1802: France sent troops to deal with the rebellion and remove L’Overture where he 

died in a French prison in 1803 
139. 1803:  French were unsuccessful in quelling (or stopping) the rebellion 
140. 1804:  Haiti declared its independence 
141. Result of Haiti’s Revolution:  This was the only successful slave revolt in world 

history 
 
Mexican Revolution: 

142. Independence movements were initially led by the mestizos 
143. Padre Miguel y Costilla Hidalgo (Father Miguel Hidalgo) inspired by the 

Enlightenment called for the rebellion and a crowd marched towards Mexico City 



144. They were defeated in 1811 by the upper class who feared losing their power to the 
lower classes 

145. Another attempt to rebel occurred four years later also failed 
146. Mexican independence was achieved in 1821 when Mexican creoles fearing the loss 

of their power, declared independence from Spain 
 
Latin American Revolution: 

147. Revolutionary spirit was contagious in South America – across Spanish controlled 
colonies 

148. Simon Bolivar: Was a creole general, Led independence movements beginning in his 
home country of Venezuela in 1811,  and Moved into Colombia and Ecuador where he 
met Jose de San Martin – Martin recently freed Chile 

149. The two men combined forces under Bolivar’s command to liberate Peru 
 
Impact of Industrialization: 

150. Industrialization was the primary economic origin of imperialism 
151. There was a wealth gap between industrialized and nonindustrialized nations 
152. Industrialized nations sought raw materials (natural resources) and new markets for 

their finished products in the lesser developed nations 
153. Industrialized nations in Europe, the U.S., and Japan tried to colonize countries in 

Asia and Africa 
154. The race for these colonies created a competition among imperial powers 
155. The belief in “Western Superiority” justified imperial conquests 
156. Kipling’s “The White Man’s Burden” became an anthem for imperialism – stating that 

it was the duty of the Western powers to take their superior culture to the lesser nations, 
despite the resistance they might encounter 

 
Imperialism: 

157. India was known as the “jewel of the crown” for Britain 
158. The British East India Company set up trading posts along the Indian coast 
159. India would become an official part of the British Empire 
160. Britain began to exploit India for its raw material while setting up markets there to sell 

British manufactured goods and hurting many Indian industries, especially textiles, that 
could not compete with the British form of industrialization 

161. The govt. reopened trade with the West after the United States threatened to attack 
the capital city of Edo (modern day Tokyo) 

162. Commodore Matthew Perry of the U.S. navy was sent with warships to the coast of 
Japan with the treaty that the Japanese govt. was forced to sign in order to avoid being 
attacked 

163. Result: Japanese trade closed since their return to isolationism in the 1600s was 
now reopened 

164. Industrialized nations of Europe then began going to Japan to use as a market for 
their industrial goods 



165. Result:  The Japanese govt. decided to industrialize quickly during the Meiji 
Restoration in order to avoid being imperialized and began its own quest for imperialism 

166. China was forced to open itself to trade by industrialized powers 
167. Chinese govt. was forced to sign a treaty allowing Britain to begin trading and setting 

up markets in China 
168. Other nations including Japan and the U.S. wanted access to China as a source of 

markets 
169. Britain and other European nations began carving China up into their own “spheres 

of influence” where they controlled special trading and economic rights within their 
designated area or section of China 

170. The U.S. wanted access to China and created an Open Door Policy 
171. Open Door Policy states that China should be open to all nations rather than just one 

or a few nations having control of the country 
172. Europeans began exploring and taking over land to get more raw materials that were 

needed to produce goods 
173. The interest of industrialization led to a treaty whereby Belgium gained the Congo  
174. Soon after Belgium gained their part of Africa, the rest of Europe scrambled to do the 

same 
175. The Berlin Conference of 1884-85 set forth the rules for the division of Africa 
176. 14 European nations met, with no African representation, to divide the continent with 

little regard to ethnic or linguistic boundaries 
177. African nations were easily conquered with the European superiority in technology, 

mainly weapons and steamships 
178. African disunity made them an easy target for Europeans during imperialism 
179. Only Liberia and Ethiopia were not imperialized by 1914 
180. Despite the European agreement to peaceful division, conflicts still arose 
181. 1823: President James Monroe issued the Monroe Doctrine which stated that the 

Americas were off limits to further European colonization 
182. The biggest challenge to the Doctrine was Cuba’s fight for independence from Spain 
183. Cuba fought unsuccessfully to gain its independence 
184. During the 1890s: U.S. gained economic interests in Cuba and Jose Marti launched 

a 2nd attempt for independence 
185. The war was caused in 1898 when the U.S. assisted Cuba in their fight for 

independence 
186. Claimed that the Monroe Doctrine was justification for U.S. involvement 

 
Spanish American War: 

187. The U.S. sent the USS Maine into Havana Harbor to protect U.S. national interests 
188. The Maine exploded and the U.S. attributed it to a Spanish mine – this led to war 
189. This war interested American newspaper owners who scrambled for the most 

sensational and competitive headlines – a style of reporting known as yellow journalism 
190. The war lasted four months 
191. U.S. attacked the Philippine Islands, a Spanish territory, resulting in a two-front war 



192. By fighting on both fronts, Spain’s military was stretched thin and the U.S. easily 
defeated them 

193. Following the war, the U.S. gained: Philippines, Guam, and Puerto Rico 
194. Rather than recognizing Cuban independence, the U.S. placed a military govt. to 

exert control over the country’s affairs 
195. This action led to resentment on the part of the Cuban people 
196. Guantanamo Bay was leased by the U.S. in order to establish a major naval base 
197. Philippines did not gain independence either 
198. Effects of the Spanish-American War was a increase in U.S. imperialism 

 
President Roosevelt and Imperialism: 

199. 1904: President Teddy Roosevelt issued the Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe 
Doctrine 

200. Declaring the U.S. an international police power in the Western Hemisphere and 
justification to intervene in Latin America 

201. President Roosevelt send the U.S. Navy, known as the Great White Fleet, on a world 
tour 

202. Soon after, the U.S. intervened in the affairs of other nations 
203. Encouraging Panama’s revolution against Columbia in exchange for building the 

Panama Canal 
204. Continued to intervene in Latin American affairs leading to an economic imperialism 

that established the U.S. supremacy in the Western Hemisphere 
 
Zulu War: 

205. Zulu War: occurred in South Africa 
206. The war pitted imperial competition for land in South Africa 
207. The Players: The Dutch, the British, and Africans 
208. Early 1800s: Shaka Zulu of the Zulu Kingdom created a centralized state 
209. The Boers, Dutch settlers known as Afrikaners, began encroaching on land 

belonging to the Zulu 
210. Shaka attacked the Boers and protected his empire from Dutch control 
211. His successors were unable to continue his rule  
212. 1880s: the Zulu War was fought against the British as the Zulus sought to retain their 

independence 
213. The Zulu nation lacked the weaponry to conquer the British 
214. Even with the displays of nationalism, the Zulu were defeated by the British 
215. The Zulu became part of the British Empire 

 
Sepoy Rebellion: 

252. Sepoy Rebellion:  occurred in India 
253. The British East India Company dominated Indian after the decline of the Mughal 

Empire 
254. The British hired Indian soldiers known as sepoys to protect their trading interests 



255. India was the “jewel of the crown” in the British Empire 
256. Supplied raw materials to Britain’s industries and was a market for finished products 
257. As British control increased, the Indians became more oppressed  
258. Britain built railroads, modern communication system, and schools in India; they also 

suppressed the Indian culture 
259. 1857: rumored that the new gun cartridges were greased with beef and pork fat 
260. The cartridge ends had to be bitten off in order to be used 
261. The Sepoys led a revolt known as the Sepoy Rebellion against the British 
262. The sepoys lost and the British govt. took full control of India 

 
Opium War: 

263. Opium Wars: Britain was determined to open trade with China and found a product 
that the Chinese was willing to buy – opium,  

264. China attempted to stop the opium trade, without any success, The British defeated 
the Chinese in the Opium War,  

265. The British forced the Chinese to sign a treaty allowing Britain to begin trade with 
China 

 
Boxer Rebellion: 

266. Boxer Rebellion : As a reaction to the Open Door Policy and the Chinese govt.’s 
failure to respond to internal and external issues, the Righteous and Harmonious Fists,  

267. Europeans called the Boxers, was a nationalistic organization which used martial 
arts to try to remove foreigners from Chinese soil  

268. Boxers began by killing many foreigners and Chinese Christians; Boxers caused 
major damage to foreigner-owned shops and businesses 

269. Boxers were defeated by an alliance – all nations had economic interest in China; 
Chinese govt. forced to pay damages from the rebellion  

270. Result of the rebellion: even though it failed, it led to an increasing sense of 
nationalism and need for reform in China 

 
Imperialism in Japan: 

271. Meiji Restoration: occurred in Japan 
272. Was a response to Japan’s growing nationalism and desire to protect itself from 

imperial aggression 
273. Due to the Open Door Policy, Japanese govt. decided to take action to make its 

economy and military more like the Western powers 
274. Japan’s realization was that it must industrialize 
275. 1868: Emperor of Japan took the title Meiji meaning “enlightened rule” 
276. The Meiji govt. decided to follow Western model for govt. and even send diplomats to 

study in Europe and the U.S. 
277. Following the Western model, Japan industrialized quickly 
278. This industrialization led to imperial conquests of their own 1894: Japan went to war 

with China in order to try to gain control of trade in Korea 



279. Japan wanted access to raw materials and establish markets in Korea 
280. Japan demonstrated its imperial might by defeating China in the Sino-Japanese War 
281. 1904: Japan showed it power by quickly defeating Russia in the Russo-Japanese 

War  
 


